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Polarization properties, high-order Raman spectra, and frequency asymmetry between
Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering of Raman modes in a graphite whisker
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The Raman spectra of a new type of graphite whiskers have been measured in the range of 150–7800 cm21.
The intensity of the overtone (2D) located at;2700 cm21 is found to be about 10 times stronger than that of
the C-C stretching mode~G! at 1582 cm21. Because of the peculiar enhancement of the 2D mode, high-order
Raman bands up to fifth order at;7500 cm21 have been observed. Polarized micro-Raman spectroscopy has
been performed on an individual graphite whisker, and angular-dependent intensity measurements of all Raman
modes in theVV and HV geometries are in agreement with the theoretical calculated results. Laser-energy-
dependent dispersion effects and the frequency discrepancy of Raman modes between their Stokes and anti-
Stokes lines in graphite whiskers are also carefully investigated. The energy dispersion of theD mode andG
mode is very similar to that of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!. In contrast to the Raman spectra of
HOPG and other graphite materials, two laser-energy-dependent Raman lines are revealed in the low-frequency
region of the Raman spectra of graphite whiskers, which are believed to be the resonantly enhanced phonons
in the transverse-acoustic and longitudinal-acoustic phonon branches. Moreover, the obvious energy dispersion
of the D8 mode at;1620 cm21 is observed in graphite whiskers. The results clearly reveal how strongly the
peak parameters of Raman modes of graphite materials are dependent on their structural geometry. The Stokes
and anti-Stokes scattering experiments show that the frequency discrepancy between the Stokes and anti-
Stokes sides of a Raman mode in graphite materials is equal to the frequency value covered by theone-phonon
energy of this Raman mode in its frequency versus laser energy curve, which is the product of the one-phonon
energy of this mode (Evs) and the value of its laser-energy dispersions (]Evs /]«L).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.214301 PACS number~s!: 63.20.Kr, 81.05.Tp, 78.30.2j, 63.50.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the physical properties of graphite materials
strongly affected by their structure, Raman spectra h
proved to be helpful in understanding the vibrational spec
and microstructure of graphite materials.1–3 Polarized Raman
scattering has been shown to be very useful in characteri
the geometric structure and one-dimensional characteri
of carbon nanotubes.4,5 However up to now, the polarizatio
effect of Raman spectra in bulk graphite crystal has not b
clearly observed along the~001! crystal face6 because of the
difficulty in obtaining a well-structure-oriented~001! crystal
face of graphite due to the extreme anisotropy of the for
between the atoms in graphite materials. Researches
laser-energy dispersion effects of Raman modes7–12 and on
the anti-Stokes spectra in comparison to the Sto
spectra12,13 can give new insight into the phonon band stru
tures and new physics about Stokes and anti-Stokes Ra
scattering phenomena in graphite materials. For example
frequency of Raman modes in many materials~diamond, sili-
con, etc.! is insensitive to the excitation energy, and t
Stokes and anti-Stokes lines of Raman modes have e
frequency because of the demand of the energy and mom
tum conservation rules which have been proved by m
experiments. However, it is not the case for graphite mat
als, such as HOPG,12 carbon nanotubes,13 and graphite whis-
0163-1829/2001/64~21!/214301~12!/$20.00 64 2143
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ker, reported here. The frequency of many Raman mode
graphite materials sensitively varies with the excitation e
ergy and those modes have different frequencies betw
their Stokes and anti-Stokes lines, the physical origins
which are still under discussion.

Vapor-grown carbon whiskers have been studied ext
sively. Graphite layers in most of them so far prepared
curved symmetrically in cylindrical geometry and rema
parallel to the whisker axis.14–17 It is noted18 in some rare
cases that the graphite layers are aligned perpendicular
the axis to form a ribbonlike structure with the aid of a ca
lyst. Recently, we synthesized a new type of graphite wh
ker using a high-temperature heat-treatment method,19 whose
structure is different from those of the above and who
growth does not depend on the catalyst. The new type
graphite whisker has a scale up to severalmm in diameter
and length. It offers the advantage to study its polarizat
properties and Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scatte
spectra and to investigate the laser-energy dependence
Raman modes in graphite whiskers. Furthermore, a v
strong 2D overtone observed in the graphite whiskers ma
it possible to observe the high-order Raman bands up to
order at 7500 cm21. The study of the polarization effec
laser-energy dependence, and Stokes and anti-Stokes R
scattering of Raman modes in the new type of graphite w
ker enables us to identify the assignment of the obser
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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Raman modes and to further study the physical origin of
frequency discrepancy of certain Raman modes. The exp
mental results clearly reveal that the detailed peak par
eters of Raman modes of graphite materials are strongly
pendent on their structural geometry.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the synthe
method of graphite whiskers and the experimental arran
ment of Raman scattering are described. The structure c
acterization of the graphite whiskers and the results
Raman-scattering experiments and discussions are pres
in Sec. III. At last, conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

Graphite whiskers were synthesized in a graphitizat
furnace using a high-temperature heat-treatment method
special pressure.19 The experiment conditions were as fo
lows: first, natural graphite~produced in China! was ground
for 24 h by a planetary mill, whose vial and balls were ma
up of Cr~17! stainless steel and zirconium oxide (ZrO2),
respectively. The weight ratio of balls to graphite was 30
The ground graphite was put into a graphite crucible wit
lid, but gas can flow into it freely. The crucible was he
treated at 2100 °C, together with epoxy resins~not mixed!
for 1 h in avacuum graphitization furnace. The experimen
were carried out at pressure of 30 kPa and the heating
cooling rates were 100 °C per hour. The detailed structu
properties of graphite whiskers~called whiskers for short in
the following text! are shown in the first part of Sec. III.

The Raman spectra of graphite whisker were recorded
the Dilor Super Labram with a typical resolution o
0.5–2 cm21 in a backscattering geometry at room tempe
ture. The system consists of a holographic notch filter
Rayleigh rejection and a microscope with 1003objective
lens, allowing a spatial resolution of;1.0 mm. The laser
excitation wavelengths are 514.5 nm, 488.0 nm of an A1

laser and 632.8 nm of a He-Ne laser. Typically, a low la
power of 0.1 mW arrived at the sample was used to av
sample heating and higher power up to 2 mW was use
measure the anti-Stokes Raman signal in graphite whisk
Polarized Raman spectra were excited with 632.8 nm e
tation from almost the same spot of the same graphite w
ker. We chose theX̂ direction as the excitation laser prop
gation direction and recorded the backscattering signal w
polarization along theŶ direction. A half-wave plate was
used to change the polarization direction of the incident li
along either parallel~H! or perpendicular~V! to that of the
scattered signal for the polarization measurement. The a
(u) between the axis of the graphite whisker and the po
ization direction of the incident laser was changed by ro
ing the sample manually.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure characterization of the new type
of graphite whiskers

The Raman spectra of carbon and graphite materials
known to reflect their structures very sensitively.1,2 Before
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studying the Raman spectra of the new type of graph
whisker that we produced, we first discuss the structure pr
erties of the graphite whiskers by means of transmiss
electron microscopy~TEM!, scanning electron microscop
~SEM!, and electron diffraction and x-ray diffraction~XRD!
technology.

Figure 1 shows several kinds of the morphology and
diffraction pattern of the graphite whisker prepared by t
high-temperature heat-treated method. The whiskers grow
the surface of milled graphite particles, which lost their cry
tallinity after a long-time milling and then become turbo
tratic stacks~TS’s!. The diameters of the whiskers rang
from 0.2 to 1mm, and their lengths range from 2 to 20mm.
The aspect ratios of length to diameter of whiskers are 5–
which is much smaller than that of a typical carbon fib
One of the most significant features of these whiskers is t
spiral structure. The angle between the spiral face and
axis of the whisker shown in Fig. 1~b! is about 30°. More
SEM images indicate that the probabilities of spirals in

FIG. 1. SEM and TEM images and diffraction pattern of t
graphite whisker prepared by the high-temperature heat-tre
method.~a!–~c! Different morphologies of graphite whiskers grow
on the surface of milled graphite particles.~d! A SEM image of the
top region of a graphite whisker.~e! A high-resolution TEM image
of the brim region close to the surface along the axis of a whis
~f! Single-crystal electron diffraction from a graphite whisker.
1-2
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clockwise or anticlockwise direction seem equal to ea
other. The other feature that distinguishes our graphite w
ker from a carbon fiber is that the changed diameter along
axis direction, as shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!, whereas a typica
carbon fiber has a uniform diameter along its axis. Fig
1~d! shows that there is a circular cone at the top of
whisker and the angle of its cone apex is about 133°. T
cone tip just comes through the axis of the whisker. M
whiskers reported in other literature consist of cylindric
layers or, actually, scroll-like formations of graphite she
extending continuously along the length of the filament,
graphite layers being oriented exactly parallel to the filam
axis. However, a high-resolution TEM~HRTEM! image@Fig.
1~e!# exhibits a typical lattice image of the brim region of th
whisker showing a well-ordered graphitic structure a
shows that the graphite layers of the new type of grap
whisker are almost perpendicular to the whisker axis. T
HRTEM image also shows that the structure of whisker b
is a frill-like one and the bending of the graphite planes
the brim of whisker eliminates the dangling bands, wh
makes the bent graphitic layers look like multiple-wall
nanotube tips in the cross section. The spiral structure, c
tip, and the existence of the acute angle between grap
layers and the whisker axis suggest that the whiskers ma
composed of the conical spiral structure of graphite laye
Figure 2 illustrates the schematic diagram of the structu
formation of this new type of graphite whiskers, and t
detailed growth mechanism of the spiral formation of grap
ite whiskers has been described elsewhere. The overlap a
(f) between two radiiOA and OB determines the cone
angle (g) as the expression off52p@12sin(g/2)#. The
cone angle of 133° observed in Fig. 1~d! can lead to a over-
lap angle of 29°. The theoretical calculation shows that t
overlapped graphite layers can produce an interesting a
picture@Fig. 2~b!# if the overlap angle is 27.8° and the con
angle is 135°, which is in agreement with the experimen
observations. The electron diffraction pattern from the gra
ite whisker @Fig. 1~f!# confirms the above conclusions. I
Fig. 1~f!, there are two sets of (00l ) spots, one of which even
exhibits the diffraction spots up to the~008! spot, which
shows that the graphite whisker has a high degree of cry
line order. The two sets of diffraction patterns correspond
the two sets of chevroned graphite layers in the cone whis
structures. Based on this structural configuration of the w
ker, we can calculate that the interlayer spacing is about 0
nm and the angle between the graphite layers and the ax
about 67.5° from Fig. 1~f!, which is consistent with the ob
served cone angle of 133°.

FIG. 2. The schematic diagram of the structural formation of
graphite whisker.
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The x-ray diffraction pattern of the mixed powder th
contains the graphite whisker and the milled graphite p
ticles is shown in Fig. 3. The diffraction peaks located
0.344, 0.210, and 0.172 nm are known as the~002!, ~100!,
and ~004! peaks of graphite crystals. At least four differe
Gaussian peaks that located at 0.3385, 0.3438, 0.3451,
0.3571 nm are necessary to give a good fit to the experim
tal data of the~002! peak of the mixed powder. The 0.345
and 0.3571 nm peaks may be related to the diffraction pe
of disorder graphite materials~e.g., turbostratic stacks in th
graphite particles!,20 because x rays cannot be focused on
a single graphite whisker. The 0.3385 and 0.3438 nm pe
are believed to be the diffraction peaks of the graphite wh
ker. The interplanar spacing of,0.344 nm suggests that th
graphite whisker is highly graphitized as shown in Fig. 1~e!.
Except the diffraction peaks of graphite materials, oth
peaks labeled in Fig. 3 are in agreement with those of a Z
crystal.21 Because mill balls were made up of zirconium o
ide (ZrO2), the ZrC crystal will be formed when the ZrO2
fragment that is mixed into the graphite powder in the m
ing is heat treated at 2100°C. There is no diffraction peak
other materials except those of graphite materials and
crystals.

B. Overview of the spectral characteristics of the Raman
spectra in graphite whiskers

A wide range of aspect ratios of graphite whiskers enab
us to find them under the microscope and to record the
man spectra of an individual graphite whisker. Figure
shows the Raman spectra of a graphite whisker in the ra
of the first- and second-order regions using the 632.8
laser excitation.

Single-crystal graphite belongs to theD6h symmetry
group, and the irreducible representation for optical mode
the Brillouin zone center is given by1

Gopt52E2g1E1u12B2g1A2u . ~1!

e

FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction analysis of the powder sample mix
with the graphite whisker and the milled graphite particles. T
inset shows four Gaussian peaks used to fit the~002! peak of the
powder sample.
1-3
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The first-order Raman spectrum of highly oriented pyroly
graphite~HOPG! shows a strong band, which has been
signed to the in-plane E2g zone-center mode, a
;1582 cm21 (G).1 In the C1 ion-implanted HOPG
~CHOPG! and microcrystalline graphite, additional firs
order lines appear at ;1333 cm21 (D) and
;1618 cm21 (D8), which have been assigned to noncen
phonons and to fundamentals corresponding to the high
sity of phonon states.1,2,22 Those modes and their overton
@at ;2662 cm21 (2D) and;3237 cm21 (2D8)] and com-
binations@at ;2927 cm21 (D1G)] have been observed i
the Raman spectra of graphite whiskers. As well as theD
mode, the mode at about 1130 cm21 that is forbidden and
not observed in the single-crystal graphite becomes Ra
active in graphite whiskers due to the selection-rule rel
ation resulting from finite-crystal-size effects and defects12

For convenience in referring to this mode, we designate i
D9 in the following text. The line shape of th
1130 cm21 (D9) mode is very similar to that of the mode
2462 cm21, and the sum of the frequency of theD9 andD
modes in the graphite whisker is very close to that
2462 cm21 mode, and therefore, the 2462 cm21 mode can
be assigned to the combination of theD mode andD9 modes
as the assignment of the mode at 2465 cm21 in HOPG and
CHOPG.12

FIG. 4. Raman spectra of C1-implanted highly oriented pyro-
lytic graphite, turbostratically stacked~TS! structures, and a graph
ite whisker in the range of the first- and second-order regions.
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Figure 4 also shows Raman spectra of TS’s along w
that of CHOPG, in which all spectra are normalized to t
intensity of theG mode. Compared with those of CHOP
and TS’s, the Raman spectra of whiskers have several
tinct characteristics. First, the intensity of the 2D overtone is
found to be 13 times stronger than that of the first-orderG
mode in whiskers, while that of the 2D mode in CHOPG and
HOPG excited by 632.8 nm laser excitation is only one-fi
and one-half of theG mode,12 respectively. At the same time
the 2D8 and the mode at 2462 cm21 in whiskers also show
a stronger intensity than the corresponding modes
CHOPG and TS’s. Second, although the intensity ratio of
D band to theG band is up to 2.8, which is larger than~2.3!
of TS’s, many modes of whiskers still exhibit smaller lin
widths ~full width at half maximum intensity! than those of
TS’s. For example, the linewidth of theD, G, D8, 2D and
2D8 in whiskers~TS’s! are 17~48!, 18 ~46!, 10 ~27!, 20 ~75!,
and 14~70! cm21, respectively. The linewidth of theG mode
in whiskers is slightly larger than that of theG mode in
HOPG. The small linewidth of Raman lines in whiskers i
dicate that the whisker has very good crystal quality, wh
is indicated by the HRTEM image@Fig. 1~e!# and electron
diffraction pattern@Fig. 1~f!# of graphite whiskers. Moreover
there are two additional sharp peaks in the Raman spect
whiskers located in the low-frequency region
228 cm21 (L1) and 355 cm21 (L2), and two additional
strong modes~1833 and 1951 cm21) appear at the second
order frequency region. According to the frequency mat
the 1833 and 1951 cm21 modes are assigned to combinatio
modes of L11G and L21G, and other three additiona
peaks observed at 452, 692, and 570 cm21 are designated a
the overtones of theL1 andL2 modes and the combination o
L1 and L2 modes, respectively. The physical candidates
the two specialL1 and L2 modes will be discussed in th
fourth part of Sec. III.

Usually, the intensity of the 2D mode is about half
much as that of theG mode in HOPG and in the side surfac
of graphite polyhedral crystals~GPC’s!. However, the en-
hancement intensity of the 2D mode has also been observe
in the Raman spectra from the crystal tip of GPC’s, in whi
the intensity of the 2D mode is almost equal to that of theG
mode.17 The electron microscopy micrograph of GPC’s~Ref.
17! shows the semicylindrical termination of graphite plan
in the crystal tip region and bent graphitic layers look li
two-layer nanotube tips in the cross section, which is v
similar to the structural characteristics of the brim region
the whisker close to the surface along its axis. However,
intensity enhancement of the 2D mode relative to theG
mode is not observed from HOPG and the side face
GPC’s, whose structure close to the surface is a well-orde
graphitic structure and whose Raman spectrum correspo
to perfect graphite with a narrowG mode and noD mode,
similar to that from HOPG. Thus, the peculiar structure
the whisker or filament, which the curved termination of t
graphite sheets make the most of free edge carbon at
disappear and eliminate the dangling bonds in the brim
gion, is believed to produce the unusual strong enhancem
of the 2D mode in those graphite materials.
1-4
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The Raman characteristics of TS’s are somewhat sim
to those of a whisker, and the assignment of many Ram
bands of TS’s can refer to that of the corresponding mode
a whisker. Because TS’s contain much structural disor
and has a much smaller crystallite planar size than
whisker,21 their Raman spectra exhibit weakened and bro
ened peak widths. For instance, two weak peaks appea
the Raman spectra of TS’s at the corresponding position
theL1 andL2 modes in whiskers. Other two weak and bro
peaks of TS’s at;472 and;615 cm21 originate from the
vibrational modes in CHOPG located at;468 and
;625 cm21, which may be the fundamentals correspond
to the high density of phonon states. A new Raman pea
about 861 cm21 is observed in CHOPG and TS’s, which d
not appear in the Raman spectra of HOPG. The frequenc
this peak is lower than that (868 cm21) of the A2u mode1

observed in the edge plane of HOPG,6 and therefore, it can-
not be assigned as the out-of-planeA2u mode. This mode
may also be the fundamentals corresponding to the high
sity of phonon states.

The intensity ratio of theD band to theG band has been
reported to be inversely proportional to the crystallite pla
size.23 The intensity ratio of theD band to theG band
(I D /I G) in CHOPG, TS’s and graphite whisker is 1.2, 2.
and 2.8. This indicates that a graphite whisker has a sm
crystallite planar size, which should induce broadening in
Raman modes and weakening of the overtones and comb
tion modes in graphite materials.2,24 However, the peak
width of the D mode in a graphite whisker is very narro
and close to that of theG mode in HOPG. High-resolution
electron microscopy images@Fig. 1~e!# also show that graph
ite whiskers are highly graphitized and have very good cr
tal quality. Thus, the results suggest that there exists a sp
enhancement factor on theD mode ~also the 2D mode! in
whiskers so that the intensity ratio of theD band to theG
band cannot be used to estimate the crystallite planar siz
the graphite whisker.

C. Orientation-dependent Raman spectra of graphite whiskers

Theoretical calculation shows that, not only the symme
but also the direction of the normal mode displacement
important in determining the polarization intensities, and
intensity in the different scattering configurations can
used to identify the symmetry assignments for some of
Raman-active modes. For the graphite materials, the po
ization effect of Raman modes has been used to confirm
observation of the out-of-planeA2u mode at 868 cm21.29

However, the investigation of the polarization effect of R
man modes in graphite materials is limited by the degree
the crystal quality because the disorders and defects in
materials play an important role in the Raman spectra
graphite materials.1,2 This can explain why the intensity o
the G mode obtained with the incident light polarized pe
pendicular to the graphite plane is one-fourth as much
those with the incident light polarized parallel to the plan
but is not equal to zero as the theoretical predictions.

The high degree of the crystal quality, the peculiar str
ture of the conical graphite layers, and the wide range
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aspect ratios and diameters of graphite whiskers offer us
advantage to investigate the polarization properties of gra
ite whiskers.

The intensity of a phonon mode for a given scatteri
geometry can be determined from the polarizability tenso
The G mode at;1582 cm21 exhibits E2g symmetry; its
Raman polarizability tensors are given by25

E2g~1!→a15F 0 2d 0

2d 0 0

0 0 0
G , ~2!

E2g~2!→a25F d 0 0

0 2d 0

0 0 0
G . ~3!

The Raman polarizability tensors determine the intensity
the Raman mode withE2g symmetry scattered from th
sample according to

I R}(
i

uês•a i•êLu2, ~4!

whereêL andês are the unit polarization vectors of the inc
dent and scattered light, respectively. We fixed theX̂ direc-
tion as the excitation laser propagation direction, then
corded the backscattering signal with the polarization alo
the Ŷ direction with unit vectorsês5(0 1 0), and denoted
this axis as theV direction. By using a half-wave plate, th
polarization of the incident excitation is turned to paral

@(V, êLi5(0 1 0)) and perpendicular@H, êL'5(0 0 1)] to
ês . Considering the fact that graphite layers are not stric
perpendicular to the whisker axis, the anglew is introduced
to the existent angle (67.5°) between graphite layers and
whisker axis. When defined the oriented angle of the whis
axis with respect to theŷ axis ~in theyz plane! asu, the last
expressions given for the angle-dependent scattering in
sity of the Raman signal for theVV andHV scattering con-
figurations, respectively, are

I VV~w,u!5I 0•@cos2wcos2u1sin2u#2, ~5!

I HV~w,u!5I 0•@cos4wcos2usin2u1cos2w~cos4u1sin4u!

1cos2usin2u#. ~6!

The relative intensity of the Raman signal for theVV con-
figuration to that for theHV configuration is usually defined
as the depolarization ratio:25

r~w,u!5I VV~w,u!/I HV~w,u!. ~7!

Figure 5 shows the polarized Raman spectra of a grap
whisker measured for theVV andHV scattering configura-
tions when the axis of the graphite whisker is aligned p
pendicular to the polarization of the scattered lightu
590°) as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. Because the diffr
tion pattern shows that the angle between the graphite la
and the whisker axis is 67.5°, the calculated depolariza
1-5
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TAN, HU, DONG, SHEN, AND ZHANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 214301
ratio of theG mode,rG(67.5°, 0°), isequal to 6.8, which is
very close to the experimental value of 5.8. Another intere
ing result is that the depolarization ratios of theD and D8
modes and their overtones 2D and 2D8 modes are 9.0, 10.0
7.6, and 6.0, respectively, which are larger than that of thG
mode withE2g symmetry. Thus, the intensities of almost a
Raman bands in the spectrum obtained with the polariza
direction of the incident excitation perpendicular to the wh
ker axis are much stronger~about 6–10 times! than those
with the polarization direction of the incident excitation pa
allel to the whisker axis, although graphite layers in whisk
are not strictly perpendicular to the whisker axis. The h
depolarization ratios ofL1 andL2 modes and of two mode
at 1833 and 1951 cm21 ~see Fig. 2! also confirm that they
are the intrinsic modes of graphite whisker other than
modes arising from impurities.

We measured the Raman spectra of a graphite whiske
the VV and HV configurations for various anglesu. Figure 6
displays Raman spectra in theVV and HV configurations
with different anglesu between the polarizations of the sca

FIG. 5. Raman spectra of a graphite whisker in the range of
first- and second-order regions in theVV and HV scattering con-
figurations, while the whisker axis is aligned perpendicular to
polarization of the scattered light (u590°). The inset shows the
optical microimage of the measured whisker and the set of th
mutually perpendicular coordinate axes.
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tered light and the whisker axis. In the measurement, the
of the whisker is rotated manually and its oriented angleu is
calculated from the optical microimage obtained from t
digitized camera. For theVV configuration, all Raman
modes show a maximum intensity when the polarizations
the incident laser light with no use of half-wave plate
perpendicular to the whisker axis (u590°), while nearu
50° all Raman modes reach a minimum intensity. Howev
for theHV configuration, all Raman modes show a minimu
intensity when the polarizations of the incident laser lig
with no use of half-wave plate is perpendicular or parallel
the whisker axis (u590° or 0°), while near u545° the
intensity of all Raman modes reaches a maximum va
Those angular dependence of Raman modes in grap
whiskers were fully reproducible for all of the individua
graphite whiskers in the sample.

The detailed angular dependences of the intensities of
D andD8 modes and their overtones 2D and 2D8 modes for
VV and HV configurations are shown in Fig. 7. The grou
theory predictions based on Eq.~5! and Eq. ~6! are also
drawn in Fig. 7 with solid lines. The calculated results a
qualitatively consistent with experimental data, which su
gests that almost all bands in the spectrum of graphite w
ker exhibitE2g symmetry. In contrast to theG mode, theD,
D8, and 2D modes have stronger polarization and are be
in agreement with theE2g symmetry predictions. The whis
ker is composed of many conical graphite layers, but
graphite layers parallel to the whisker axis. Because the
ameter of the probed whisker is 1.4mm and the spatial reso
lution of the Raman system is;1.0 mm, the measured
graphite layers are actually somewhat curved graphite lay
Therefore, the distinct structural characteristic of graph
whiskers results in a small discrepancy between the obse
depolarization ratio of theG mode in whiskers and theE2g
symmetry prediction.

Kawashima and Katagiri6 reported that theD and G

e

e

e

FIG. 6. Raman spectra of theD, D8, 2D, and 2D8 modes of a
graphite whisker in theVV and HV configurations for different
anglesu between the polarizations of the scattered light and
whisker axis. Foru50°, the polarization of the incident excitatio
with no use of half-wave plate is parallel to the axis of the graph
whisker.
1-6
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modes have almost the same depolarization ratio for the e
plane of HOPG; however, Compagnini and Baratta26 found
different depolarization ratios between theD andG modes of
ion-irradiated HOPG and interpreted this result by an an
tropic damage induced in the HOPG structure by an ion c
lision cascade. After checking the experimental results~Figs.
5–7! of the polarized spectra of graphite whiskers, one c
find that it is a general phenomenon for the different de
larization ratios between theD andG modes in the graphite
whisker. It is the same case for HOPG. Figure 8 shows
polarized Raman spectra of HOPG and C1-ion-implanted
HOPG ~CHOPG! with the polarization of the incident an
scattered lights parallel to the graphite layers, where the1

ion beam was normally directed to the graphitec face with a
dose of 1.031014 ions/cm2 at an accelerating voltage of 10
keV. The depolarization ratio of theG mode of HOPG and
CHOPG is 1.02 and 1.04, respectively, which is very close
the value r(0,u) ~51.0! of the group theory prediction
based on Eq.~5! and Eq.~6!. However, the depolarization
ratios of other modes in HOPG and CHOPG are greater t
2.0. Table I summarizes the depolarization ratios of all R
man modes relative to that of theG mode in HOPG,
CHOPG, and whiskers. Because the overtone of the D m
observed in HOPG and whiskers has a different polariza
effect than theG mode, therefore, the discrepancy betwe
the depolarization ratio of theG mode andD modes is an
intrinsic property of graphite materials. TheD, D8, andD9
modes of graphite materials originate from the Raman s
tering of the noncenter optical phonons in the Brillouin zon
therefore, those modes are not purely optic or acoustic, tr
verse or longitudinal, but rather have a mixed characte27

The dependence of the frequency of theD andD9 modes on
the laser energy indicates that theD andD9 modes are reso
nantly excited phonon modes in the Brillouin zone by a re
nant coupling of the excitation laser with electronic states
graphite materials, and the breakdown of Raman selec
rules is a well-known effect for resonant Raman scatterin28

All these factors can result in a different depolarization rat
between the G mode and other modes (D9, D, D8, D1G,

FIG. 7. Angular dependence on the intensities ofD, D8, 2D,
and 2D8 modes of a graphite whisker in theVV andHV configu-
rations.
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2D8, etc.! in HOPG, CHOPG, whiskers, and other graph
materials.

D. High-order Raman bands and dispersion effects
in graphite whiskers

Figure 9 shows the Raman spectra of a graphite whis
in the range of 100–7800 cm21 excited by 488.0 nm, 514.5
nm, and 632.8 nm laser excitations. Besides the above
signments of the first-order and second-order Raman mo
many high-order Raman modes, such as at 4052, 4300, 4
4853, 5392, 5638, 5879, 6953, and 7478 cm21, have been
observed in the Raman spectra excited with 488.0 nm e
tation. Based on the assignment of the corresponding mo
in other carbon materials29–31 and their frequency matche
and intensities, we designate the 4052, 4300, 4549, 48
5392, 5638, 5879, 6150, 6443, 6953, and 7478 cm21 bands
as 3D, 2D1G, D12G, 3D8, 4D, 3D1G, 2D12G, D

FIG. 8. Polarized Raman spectra of HOPG a
C1-ion-implanted HOPG in theVV and HV scattering configura-
tions with the polarization of the incident and scattered light para
to the graphite layers.

TABLE I. The relative depolarization ratios of all Raman mod
to the G mode in HOPG, CHOPG, and whiskers for scatteri
configurations with the polarization of the incident and scatte
lights parallel to the graphite layers of HOPG and CHOPG, a
with the scattered light perpendicular to the whisker axis.

Assignment D1 D2 G D8 D91D 2D1 2D2 D1G 2D8

HOPG - - 1.0 - 2.7 2.8 2.6 - 2.3
CHOPG 3.2 2.4 1.0 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.0 1.8 2.
Whisker 1.6 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0
1-7
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TAN, HU, DONG, SHEN, AND ZHANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 214301
13G, 4D8, 4D1G and 2D13G modes, respectively. Th
assignments of the main fundamental and higher-or
modes of a whisker excited by 488.0 nm excitation are su
marized in Table II.

The observation of the high-order Raman modes is l
ited by the crystalline quality. High-order Raman scatter
up to fourth-order modes at 5898 cm21 with 488.0 nm exci-
tation has been observed in highly oriented pyroly
graphite,29,31 and the strong resonant enhancement ef
makes it possible to observe up to fifth-order Raman sca
ing in single-walled carbon nanotubes31 ~e.g., up to Raman
shifts of 6885 cm21 using 488.0 nm excitation!. However, in
a graphite whisker, many high-order Raman modes up to
fifth-order mode at 7478 cm21 are clearly revealed, an
high-order Raman modes of whiskers have narrower p
width and have much stronger intensities relative to the c
respondingG mode than those of other carbon materia
such as pyrolytic graphite29 and carbon nanotubes.30,31 This
indicates that the microstructure of graphite whisker is co
posed of many crystalline domains with a high degree
crystalline order. It is undoubtedly that the high crystalli
quality of graphite whiskers@see Figs. 1~e! and 1~f!# and the
strong enhancement of the 2D mode in the graphite whiske
help to detect the higher-order Raman spectra.

Since theD and 2D modes involve a different resonanc
process than theG mode of graphite materials, theD and 2D
modes show different properties in graphite materials;

FIG. 9. Raman spectra of a graphite whisker with~a! 488.0 nm,
~b! 514.5 nm, and~c! 632.8 nm laser excitations. The inset gives t
energy dispersion of the two modes labeled with arrows.
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example, theD and 2D modes have a strong dispersion e
fect that their frequencies vary with the energy of las
excitations.3,7–12Table II lists the theoretically predicted fre
quencies and energy dispersions of all observed Ra
modes in whiskers based on the experimentally observed
quencies (v) excited with 488.0 nm excitation and the di
persion]v/]«L of D, G, and other fundamentals~here«L is
the laser energy!. For example, vD51360 cm21, vG
51581 cm21, vD851624 cm21, ]vD /]«L546 cm21/eV,
and ]vG /]«L5]vD8 /]«L50 cm21/eV. The large disper-
sion of theD mode and other modes and the absence
dispersion for theG mode are key factors in the identifica
tion of the overtones and combination modes in Table II. F
instance, the energy dispersions of the modes at 1914
2081 cm21 («L52.54 eV) are very close to those of th
lowest two bands at 303 and 481 cm21 labeled with arrows
in Fig. 9. This result confirms the combination assignmen
1914 and 2081 cm21 modes according to the frequenc
match.

Table II shows that the observed frequencies and th
dispersions of the second-order Raman modes are in g
agreement with the value predicted from the mode ass
ments and from the frequencies and dispersions for theD and
G modes. The frequencies and dispersions of the high-o

TABLE II. The assignments of main fundamentals and high
order modes of a graphite whisker excited by 488.0 nm laser e
tation, and the overview of the experimental~expt-! and theoretical
(th) values for the peak positionsv (cm21) and their dispersions
]v/]«L(cm21/eV) of the fundamentals and their overtones a
combination modes where«L is the excitation energy.

vexpt Assignment v th (]v/]«L)expt (]v/]«L) th

(cm21) (cm21) (cm21/eV! (cm21/eV)

303 L1 129
481 L2 216
1074 D9 -96
1360 D 1360 46 46
1581 G 1581 0 0
1623 D8 1624 9 0
1914 L11G 1884 140 129
2081 L21G 2062 224 216
2442 D91D 2435 -35 -50
2717 2D 2720 95 92
2955 D1G 2942 48 46
3247 2D8 3248 18 0
4052 3D 4083 49 138
4300 2D1G 4303 99 92
4549 D12G 4523 92 46
4853 3D8 4872 38 0
5392 4D 5444 221 184
5638 3D1G 5664 244 138
5879 2D12G 5884 137 92
6150 D13G 6103 221 46
6443 4D8 6496 168 0
6953 4D1G 7025 229 184
7478 2D13G 7465 92
1-8
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES, HIGH-ORDER RAMAN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 214301
combination modes of the 2D mode ~e.g., 2D1G, 4D,
2D12G, 4D1G, etc.! are qualitatively consistent with th
predicted values, but those of theD12G, 3D1G, and D
13G modes show a large discrepancy from the values
theoretical calculations. TheD mode arises from the Rama
scattering of the noncenter optical phonons in the Brillo
zone; however, the 2D overtone can satisfy the wave-vect
selection rule with zero wave vector by the combination
two D modes with equal and opposite wave vectors on
same branch of the dispersion curves, and thus, the h
order combination modes of the 2D mode and the zone
centerG mode can easily satisfy the wave-vector select
rule and exhibit a strong intensity; their dispersions can a
be consistent with the predicted values from that of theD
mode. For theD12G, 3D1G, and D13G modes, they
can become Raman active by the combination of theG
modes with nonzero wave vector to satisfy the wave-vec
selection rule, where the 2G, 3D, and 3G components in
theD12G, 3D1G, andD13G modes may be contribute
from phonons with different wave vector or on differe
branches of the dispersion curves. Here, we do not cons
the relaxation of wave-vector conservation due to so
kinds of crystalline imperfection degrading the translatio
symmetry, because the disorders and defects do not he
observe the Raman modes up to the third-order and fou
order modes. Therefore, the observed frequencies and di
sions of theD12G, 3D1G, and D13G modes do not
follow those of the fundamentals.

The dispersion behaviors ofD and D8 modes are very
different from each other in CHOPG.12 The frequency of the
D8 mode and of its overtone 2D8 is almost insensitive to the
excitation energy while the dispersion of theD mode is about
]v/]«L545 cm21/eV.12 Unlike the weak shoulder structur
of theD8 mode beside theG mode in CHOPG and pyrolytic
graphite,12,29 the G mode andD8 mode in graphite whiskers
are completely separated into two independent peaks bec
of their narrow peak widths, so that the peak position of
D8 mode can be precisely determined in the graphite w
ker. The result shows that the frequencies ofD8, 2D8, and
3D8 modes in graphite whisker are obviously changed w
the excitation energy and the dispersion ofD8 is about
10 cm21/eV. This gives experimental evidence for the d
persion effect of theD8 mode in some forms of graphit
materials.

As described above and in the other literature, the
quency of theD and D9 modes in the Raman spectra
CHOPG and graphite whiskers is strongly dependent on
energy of the laser excitation.12 Recently, some mechanism
based on the single- or double-resonant Raman process
been proposed to understand the excitation-energy de
dence of theD mode in graphite materials.9–11 In contrast to
the blueshift of theD mode, theD9 mode redshifts to the
low-frequency region with increasing the excitation ener
According to the calculated phonon dispersion curves
electronic energy bands of 2D graphite9,10 and the frequency
dependence on the excitation energy, theD9 mode may be
attributed to the resonant Raman scattering of the oppo
dispersion of the phonon branch away from theK point that
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associates with the low-frequency TA phonon branch in
cated by heavy lines in Fig. 3 of Ref. 10.

Compared with Raman spectra of other graph
materials,1,8,12,22,29 graphite whiskers exhibit two intrinsic
modes located at 228 cm21 (L1) and 355 cm21 (L2) for
Elaser51.96 eV which are strongly dependent on the exci
tion energies and have the same polarization behavior as
G mode withE2g symmetry. The two modes cannot be a
tributed to the features associated with the phonon densit
states because there is no existence of such peaks in
theoretically calculated phonon density of states.2 The laser-
energy-dependentD mode is believed to be the resonant
enhanced phonons that are at the same distanceDq from the
K point as the electronic states atDk that are in resonance
with the laser energy.10,32 It is well known that the acoustic
phonon branches in graphite are strongly coupled to
high-frequency optic branches at theK point.27,33 Therefore,
it should be possible to couple the electronic states atDk
from the K point with the phonons with wave vectorDq
from theG point in the acoustic phonon branches, and th
these phonons in the acoustic phonon branches are s
tively probed by the resonant Raman process. To check
thought, a plot of the peak Raman frequency for theL1 and
L2 modes versus laser excitation energy is shown in the in
to Fig. 9. Two lines can be well fitted to the data with th
slopes of 129 and 216 cm21/eV for the L1 and L2 modes,
respectively, and the ratio~0.60! of the two slopes forL1 and
L2 modes is almost equal to that~0.59! of the sound veloci-
ties (yTA , yLA) of the TA and LA phonon branches aroun
the G point based on the experimental values34,35 of yTA

G3D

512.3 km/s and yLA
G3D521.0 km/s in three-dimensiona

graphite. In this point, the laser-energy-dependentL1 andL2
modes are believed to be the resonantly enhanced phono
the TA and LA phonon branches. The two resonantly sel
tive modes observed at the low-frequency region may
helpful to designate the new laser-energy-dependent com
nations in the region of 1800–2300 cm21 observed in pyro-
lytic graphite29 and carbon nanotube.13,31

E. Anti-Stokes Raman spectra of graphite whiskers

Figure 10 shows Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spect
graphite whisker excited by 632.8 nm excitation. For t
convenience of comparing the Stokes and anti-Stokes spe
with each other, the anti-Stokes spectra in Fig. 10 have b
multiplied by the theoretically predicted factorI s /I as of the
intensity ratio of the Stokes to anti-Stokes signals at the
tinct temperatureT of the sample,

I s /I as5Fv las2v

v las1vG4

exp~\v/kBT!, ~8!

wherev andv las are the frequency of Raman line and las
excitation, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant, respectively. Th
sample temperature determined from the anti-Stokes/Sto
Raman intensity ratio of theG mode is about 550 K, and th
temperature dependence of theG mode in the whisker is
20.021 cm21/K, which is larger than that in HOPG an
smaller than that in CHOPG.36 The temperature dependenc
1-9
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TAN, HU, DONG, SHEN, AND ZHANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 214301
of the G mode in graphite materials is related to their fin
crystal planar domain size caused by defects
impurities.36 The shorter the crystal planar domain size
the easier the crystal planar domain expands with the t
perature, and the more remarkable the temperature effec
comes. The smaller temperature dependence of theG mode
in whiskers indicates that the graphite whisker has a lar
crystal planar domain size than CHOPG with laser annea
at 850 K.36

Study of the anti-Stokes spectra in comparison to
Stokes spectra provides much new information about

FIG. 10. The Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman spectra of a gr
ite whisker excited by 488.0 nm excitation. The anti-Stokes Ram
spectra have been multiplied by a correction factorI s /I as defined in
the text and are drawn with thex scale of the Stokes spectra fo
convenience in comparing them with each other.
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phonon dispersion effect of graphite materials.3,12,13 Differ-
ent frequencies between the Stokes and anti-Stokes Ra
signals are observed for theD mode and other modes i
graphite whisker similar to the observed results in oth
graphite materials, such as HOPG~Ref. 12! and carbon
nanotubes.13 All the data about the frequency differencesDv
~defined asuvasu2uvsu) between the Stokes~s! and anti-
Stokes (as) Raman signals of the Raman modes in graph
whiskers excited by 632.8 nm laser excitation along w
their energy dispersion of the Stokes Raman modes are s
marized in Table III, including theDv value of the overtone
of L1 mode and the combination of theL1 andL2 modes in
a graphite whisker.

The results of thefrequency discrepancy between th
Stokes and corresponding anti-Stokes lines~FDSA! of graph-
ite whiskers are very similar to that of CHOPG.12 First, the
type of FDSA in a whisker can be divided into three categ
ries: the Raman frequencies of the anti-Stokes lines in w
kers are upward shifted (L1 , L2 , D, D8, L11G, L21G,
2D, and 2D8 modes!, insensitive (G mode!, and downward
shifted (D9, D91D modes! relative to those of Stokes lines
Second, Table III clearly shows that the frequency differen
(Dv) of a Raman mode has the same sign~positive, nega-
tive, and zero! as the energy dispersion of the Raman mo
For the D8 and 2D8 modes in CHOPG and HOPG,12 the
frequency of theD8 and 2D8 modes at the Stokes side
equal to that at the anti-Stokes side, as the Raman th
predicts, because their frequencies are insensitive to the
citation energy. But in graphite whiskers, the positive va
for the FDSA ofD8 and 2D8 modes can be attributed to the
positive frequency dependence on the excitation energy.
above results give evidence for the close physical relati
ship between the FDSA and the energy dispersion in
Raman spectra of graphite materials.

The FDSA values of higher-order bands in whiskers
not follow those of the fundamentals. For example, the va
of the frequency differenceDv (34 cm21) for the overtone
of the D mode is about4 timesas large as that (9 cm21) of
theD mode. It seems to contradict the fact that the values
the energy dispersion and the temperature dependenc
higher-order bands are almost equal to the sum of those
ues of its fundamentals. However, we find that the differ
frequency shifts between the Stokes and anti-Stokes side
Raman modes in graphite whisker can be predicted by
product between the phonon energy of Raman modes and
value of their energy dispersions as an empirical formula

h-
n

37

2

TABLE III. The experimental (expt) and theoretical (th) frequency difference between the Stokes~s! and anti-Stokes (as) Raman lines
of a graphite whisker excited by 632.8 nm laser excitation, which is defined asDv5uvasu2uvsu. Herevs and]v/]«L are the frequency and
the energy dispersion of Stokes Raman modes at room temperature, respectively. The energy dispersions of 2L1 and L11L2 modes are
determined by those of theL1 andL2 modes.

Assignment L1 L2 2L1 L11L2 D9 D G D8 L11G L21G D91D 2D 2D8

vs(cm21) 228 355 452 570 1130 1333 1582 1618 1833 1951 2462 2662 32
]v/]«L(cm21/eV) 129 216 258 345 -96 46 0 9 140 224 -35 95 18
(Dv)expt (cm21) 4 9 15 23 -13 9 0 4 33 53 -9 34 8
(Dv) th (cm21) 3.6 9.5 14.5 24.4 -13.5 7.6 0 1.8 31.8 54.2 -10.7 31.4 7.
1-10
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES, HIGH-ORDER RAMAN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 214301
Dv~ uvasu2uvsu!5
vs

8065~cm21/eV!

]vs

]«L
~9!

or

Dv~ uvasu2uvsu!5Evs

]vs

]«L
, ~10!

whereEvs
is the phonon energy of the Raman peak atvs and

is defined asvs/8065 (cm21/eV), Dv andvs are in units of
cm21, and Evs

and ]v/]«L in eV and cm21/eV, respec-
tively. Here 8065 is the conversion factor between eV a
cm21. The theoretically calculated FDSA values of all o
served Raman modes in whiskers are listed in Table III. T
observed FDSA values of all Raman modes in whiskers
in good agreement with the values calculated with the ab
formula. It suggests that the frequency discrepancy of a
man mode in graphite materials originates from the disp
sive effect of the Raman mode.

Equations~9! and ~10! show that the FDSA value of a
Raman mode in whiskers is equal to the frequency va
covered by theone-phononenergy of this Raman mode in it
frequency versus laser energy curve. Thomsen and Re11

recently reported that the double-resonant process is res
sible for the observation of the defect-inducedD mode in
graphite and its peculiar dependence on excitation ene
Based on their theoretical model, they calculated the dif
ence in Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies of theD mode as
'15 cm21 ~for «L52.0 eV), which is twice as much as th
experimental value of'7 cm21 observed in CHOPG. From
Fig. 4 of Ref. 11, it is found that the calculated frequen
dependence of theD mode on the excitation energy is n
linear in a wide range of excitation energy. The slope for
D mode excitation energy dependence calculated by t
model is about 50 cm21 near«L52.0 eV, and the calculate
FDSA value of theD mode using thetwo-phononenergy
(2Evs

) instead of theone-phononenergy (Evs
) of the D

mode in Eq.~10! is about 16 cm21, which is very close to
Thomsen’s theoretical value, and thus the theoretical FD
value of theD mode based on the double-resonant Ram
process does show the frequency value covered by thetwo-
phononenergy of theD mode in its frequency versus las
energy curve, but not theone-phononenergy observed in the
experiment. Therefore, the double-resonant mechanism
unable to explain the observed discrepancy between
Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies of theD mode. To further
understand the experimental results, it is necessary to ex
the existing models or to build new models.

Based on the previous mechanisms of resonant Ra
process of graphite materials,9,10 the energy dispersions an
the different FDSA values of theD and 2D modes for dif-
ferent graphite materials such as HOPG, SWNT’s, and w
kers indicate that theD band and its overtone vibrationa
spectra excited by a given laser energy correspond t
slightly shifted k point relative to theK point in the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone, since there is a slight differen
of the electronic structure and phonon dispersion curves
the K point of the two-dimensional graphene Brillouin zon
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resulting from the different local properties of the geome
such as the different bond length and bond angle of the h
eycomb lattice, and the bending and folding of graph
layer. Therefore, it is reasonable to observe the differ
FDSA values ofD9, D91D, and other modes in CHOPG
and graphite whisker.

IV. SUMMARY

We synthesized a new type of graphite whiskers usin
high-temperature heat-treatment method at a special pres
and measured the Raman spectra of graphite whiskers in
range of 150–7800 cm21 using red, green, and blue las
excitation. The intensity of the 2D overtone is found to be
about 10 times stronger than that of theG mode. Because o
the very strong enhancement of the 2D mode, high-order
Raman bands up to fifth order at;7500 cm21 have been
observed. The energy dispersion of theD mode andG mode
is very similar to that of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
In contrast to the Raman spectra of HOPG and other grap
materials, two laser-energy-dependent Raman lines are
vealed in the low-frequency region of Raman spectra
graphite whiskers, which are believed to be the resona
enhanced phonons in the transverse-acoustic
longitudinal-acoustic phonon branches. Moreover, the ob
ous energy dispersion of theD8 mode is observed in graphit
whiskers.

Polarized micro-Raman spectroscopy has been perfor
on an individual graphite whisker. The measured resu
show the maximum intensity of all Raman modes when
whisker is aligned perpendicular to the polarization of t
incident excitation and the angular dependence with the
cident and scattered light either perpendicular (HV) or par-
allel (VV) to one another is in agreement with the theore
cally calculated results of a Raman mode withE2g
symmetry. According to the polarization effect, the fr
quency matches, and laser-energy dependence of the Ra
modes, we clarify the symmetry type and the assignmen
all observed Raman modes in the graphite whisker.

The study of the frequency discrepancy of the Ram
modes in graphite whiskers between their Stokes and a
Stokes components shows that the frequency discrepanc
a Raman mode in graphite materials originates from the
persive effect of the Raman mode, and the value of the
ferent frequency shift of the Raman mode between its Sto
and anti-Stokes sides in graphite materials is equal to
frequency value covered by theone-phononenergy of this
Raman mode in its frequency versus laser energy cu
which is the product of the one-phonon energy of this mo
and the value of its laser-energy dispersions. The res
shows that the double-resonant mechanism is unable to
plain the observed discrepancy between the Stokes and
Stokes frequencies of theD mode, and it is necessary t
extend the existing models or build new models to furth
understand the experimental results.
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